
ttlhite/Iimesaver wide belt
Sandgf Type BV

This heavy duty bottom surface sander for work up to 50 in, 63 in or 72 in wide by 5 in thick is

designed for accurate thicknessing as well as surface finishing. lt can be used for heavy stock

removal on particle board (chipboard) panels and is particularly suitable for use in conjunction with

the top surface sanding machine type TV. On thickncssing operations limits of t0.004 in (0.1 mm)

can be obtained. The thicknessing pad and panel cleaning brush are optional extras.

Class¡f¡cation Number 12.724 For further technical data see page 43
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White/Timesaver
wide belt sander Type TV

This new series of machines is available in three sizes to accept work up to 50¡n, 63in or 72in wide
by 5in thick. The machine can be supplied with one, two or three sanding heads (see page 26) and

a finishing platen can be fitted on the last head.

On these heavy duty machines the sanding head is secured to the machine frame so thet all the high

speed elements enjoy maximum stability and freedom from vibration owing to their rigid mounting

and the dampening effect of the mass of the main frame. The compact vee belt drive to the contact

roll enables the main motor to be buried in the base of the machine frame thus keeping the centre_of
gravity low and avoiding protruding assemblies. Motors up to 100hp can be carried for heavy stock

removal and thicknessing.

Adjustment of the sanding gap is by raising or lowering the table on four adjusting screws, well
spread apart, to give maximum stability. The table may carry a roller feed arrangement or a conveyor
band according to requirements, and the feed rates are infinitely variable over 3 to 1 speed range up

to 1 OOft/min. Short rigid shafts in th-. feed mechanism eliminate hesitation in the feed motion due to
wind-up, etc.

Other optional extras include the finishing pad already mentioned, air loaded billy rolls, panel

cleaning brush and a device for maintaining constant pass line height.

The abrasive belts are automatically tracked by an air operated mechanism which is particularly

sensitive, and because no sensing fingers are employed, this eliminates one possibility of damage to
the abrasive belt. The machine is fully protected with devices which stop the machine immediately
in the event of a failure in the tracking mechanism or bursting of the abrasive belt.

zuMABos
Class¡f¡cat¡on Number 12.724 For further technical data see page 43
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White/Timesaver
speedbufier
Type SB

A high speed lndustrial Cleaning and Finishing
Machine incorporating a 3M 'Scotchbrite' brush,
which is constructed of tough nylon fibres
impregnated with mineral abrasives to afford
even dispersal of abrasive material. The brush is
not primarily designed for stock removal but is
used to clean or to prepare desirable surface
patterns.

It has many different applications such as

(a) finishing the surface of wooden com-
ponents used in furniture manufacture,

(b) finishing decorative laminates or copper
laminates for printed circuits,
surface finishing stainless steel,

surface finishing non-ferrous metals,

scuffing the primer coat on pre-finished
hardboard.

The machine is equipped with removable 4" dia.
arbor for 'Scotchbrite' brush and the brush is
driven by a 15 h.p. motor at a speed of 1050 r.p.m.
There is a built-in brush oscillating mechanism
with an oscillating stroke of 3/16" and with the
number of strokes variable from 100 to 25O
strokes per minute. A range of feecì speeds from
30 ft./min. to 90 ft./min. is provided.

For further technical data see page 42

(c)
(d)
(e)

EUMABoS
Classification Number 12.763

An excellent vertical machine for
sanding flat and convex work while
the bobbin end can be used for
concave work down to a radius of
¡!'. Rigid construction eliminates
vibration and main table can be
adjusted for height and angled 30"
up and 20' down. The end table
can be canted and has a radius of
13i-". The height of tables can be
quicl<ly adjusted by handwheels.
A separate t h.p. motor drives a
shaft which has eccentrics at each
end and these are connected to the
lower ends of the spindles on which
the abrasive belt pulleys are
mounted. As this shaft rotates the
vertical spindles oscillate up and
down in unison.
Special features
Special features: 7" wide abrasive
belt; 5 h.p. built-in motor; two
bobbins supplied-one 1 !" dia. and
one 31-" dia.; outlet for connection
to dust exhaust system.

Oscillating Belt $ander
Type FR

',..

For further technical data see page 4Class¡f¡cãt¡on Number 12.751
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Gr¡nd¡ng

Automatic knife grinder
Type AKG

This machine is designed to grind a wide variety of
guillotine and doctor knives, scraper blades, and light
section shear blades, such as fly and dead knives used
in the paper industries.

The machine consists of two main units-the main bed
and a reciprocating grinding head. The bed carries the
stationary knife holder and the reversing traverse
mechanism.

The grinding carriage supported on hardened steel
rollers travels along accurately ground steel rails fixed
to the bed. The rolling motion reduces rail wear to
negligible proportions whilst the straight edge accuracy
of the rails is transmitted to the knife edge. Limit
switches on the carriage provide automatic reversing.

The grinding head which is f¡tted with a 12" diameter
segmental facewheel chuck is a self-contained unit
with built-in motor and feed gear. lt is hinged to the
carriage, thus enabling easy adjustment or renewal of
the wheel segments. A choice of Grinding Head motors
is available to meet the duty required. The segmental
grinding blocks can be graded to suit the quality of
steel to be ground and the ground finish required.

The main advantages of the machine are:-
* Absolute simplicity in operation with minimum

number of controls.

zuMABoF

* Permanent accuracy of grinding by reducing the
number of parts subject to sliding friction and by
virtual elimination of vibration in the grinding head.

* Feed can be instantly varied or cut off during the
operation.

* Knife kept cool by immersion in coolant pumped
on to the knife edge. This retains the original temper
of the steel and avoids "blueing."

* Trip dogs for limit switches are adjustable so one
short knife can be ground whilst another is being
set up.

* Knife holder adjustable to the bevel angle of the
knife. For hollow grinding the grinding head can
rilt ro 7å".

* Feed range .0002" lo .OO25" per traverse.
* Machine can be supplied with standard knife holder

and clamps, or swivelling magnetic chuck where
shear blades must be ground on the wide face as
well as the edge.

With all these advantages the machine produces a knife
edge of very high quality and durability. This means
that the period between regrinds is longer, with a
consequent lessening of wear. Knives have been found
to last up to two or three times longer when ground on
the A.K.G. than on other machines.

For fufther technical data see page 40Class¡fication Number 55.21
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